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There’s also an intangible price to pay: Employers
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they work in HR or not—should be trained on FMLA
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and ADA laws, which other state and local laws
apply, and what protocol to follow if an employee
requests a leave or accommodations.
Outsourcing leave management to a third-party
administrator (TPA) can help relieve busy HR staff
from tracking laws and managing leave policies
across a company. Typically TPAs assume the risk
involved in managing leave; they’re experts and take
full responsibility should a misstep occur.
Beyond that, a TPA managing leave can keep
updated records on employee leave, stop costly
abuse and misuse of leave, walk employees through
the process and determine eligibility. The TPA is
responsible for providing relevant forms to
employees, determining eligibility and handling
communication throughout leave. They can provide
training to managers to educate them on what
constitutes family or medical leave and how
employees can start the process.
Family leave laws will continue to evolve across the
country, and new laws are enacted and others
continue to change, which will make managing
employee leave more and more difficult for HR. The
financial and cultural risk for employees is high and
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